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C h i o es on
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Project: 
The (de)construction of  borders and unfamiliarity in the 
European Union: an analysis of  historical 
t ti  f  th  d t  d il  represen a ons o o erness an con emporary a y
practices in border regions
Borders …
- often still seen as constraints
- are both physical and mental
- functioning based on old and new representations
- create both difference and familiarity
 both encouraging and discouraging
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Project: 
Aims
- unravelling the (de)construction of  mental borders
- in an historical context
ith f  f  th  i fl  f  di  d liti- w ocus o e n uence o me a an po cs
- emphasising daily practices
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Project: 
Novelty
- unfamiliarity as more than a theoretical concept
- strongly empirical and comparative
l i  th  ‘b d idth f  f ili it ’ t- app y ng e an w o un am ar y -concep
- better understanding op the ‘border-paradox’
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Cross-border shopping 
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Shopping for daily products 938,000 437,000 0.4%
Run / Purposeful shopping 488 000 161 000 1 0%   , , .
Fun / Leisure shopping 1,071,000 420,000 1.5%
Total 2,497,000 1,018,000 0.6%
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‘Motives’ for mobility
 Window-shopping Buying clothing 
  Millingen Kranenburg Millingen Kranenburg
None 54,5% 17,6% 72,5% 36,0% ‘Non-crossers’
ill 1/3 22 % 28 4% ‘Non-crossers’ 12 8% 2 9%t   ,7 , , 7,
1/3 till 2/3 20,5% 25,7% 13,8% 18,6%
2/3 or more 2,3% 28,4% ‘Crossers’ 0,9% 17,4%
‘Crossers’
N 88 74 109 86
 
d dBor er crossers 
yes/no:  
Dutch sub-group 
Bor er crossers 
yes/no:  
German sub-group
Window-shopping MW sig. † sign MW sig. † sign
6 Good accessibility through public transport is important 0 89 + 1 82 * -       . .
8 Strolling through a city is fun 1.07 - 1.20  + 
Shopping for clothing 
12 Some clothing are better bought abroad 2.13 ** + 3.69 ** + 
21 Good accessibility trough public transport is important 0.88 + 0.12 -
23 It is a challenge to buy as cheap as possible 0.78  - 1.08  + 
24 I prefer bigger cities 0.40  - 1.01  + 
30 Most of the time I buy in familiar shops 0.55  - 3.25 ** - 
31 Being in another town I prefer shopping in familiar branch stores 2.40 ** - 2.51 ** - 
32 I try to shop as fast as possible 1 97 * - 1 97 * -       . .
Italics: nationally contrastive correlations 
Grey: very weak correlations in either sub-group 
† One asterisk (*) indicate significance at a 90% confidence-level (two-tailed) and two (**) at a 95% confidence-
level. 
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Bandwidth of  
unfamiliarity
Borders can …
- be barriers as well as opportunities
- be considered doors that are ajar (instead of  locked)
- create a balance between familiarity and unfamiliarity
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Conclusions and points 
for further discussion
- Tendency to ‘stay close to home’  ,
both physical and psychological
- There exists a bandwidth of  unfamiliarity
‘F t ti ’ d/  ‘diff t ti ’ - ragmen a on an or eren a on
is needed to achieve integration and therewith 
a cohesive ‘de-bordered’ region
